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Abstract

We o er a solution to the problem of verifying formal memory models of processors by combining the strengths of model-checking and a formal testing procedure for parallel machines. We
characterize the formal basis for abstracting the tests into test automata and associated memory
rule safety properties whose violations pinpoint the ordering rule being violated. Our experimental results on Verilog models of a commercial split transaction bus demonstrates the ability of our
method to e ectively debug design models during early stages of their development.
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1 Introduction
The fundamentally important problem AG96] of verifying whether a given memory system model (or
\a memory system") provides a formal memory model (or \memory model") appears in a number of
guises. CPU designers are interested in knowing whether some of the aggressive execution techniques
such as speculative issue of memory operations violate sequential consistency I/O bus designers are
interested in knowing the exact semantics of shared accesses provided by split I/O transactions
Cor97] even language designers of multi-threaded languages such as Java that support shared
updates GJS96] are interested in this problem. Formal verication methods are ideally suited for
this problem because: (i) the semantics of memory orderings are too subtle to be fathomed through
informal reasoning alone (ii) ad hoc testing methods cannot provide assurance that the desired
memory model has been implemented. Unfortunately, despite the central importance of this problem
and the large body of formal methods research in this area, there is still no single formally based
method that the designer of a realistic multiprocessor system can use on his/her detailed design
model to quickly nd violations in the design. In this paper we describe such a method called test
model-checking.
Test model-checking formally adapts to the realm of model-checking a formally based architectural
testing method called Archtest. Archtest has been successfully used on a number of commercial
multiprocessors Col] by running a suite of test-programs on them. Archtest is an incomplete
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